The objective in a flexible manufacturing system is an optimal system resources scheduling. The production scheduling of such system may be resolved by a set of individual agents, which can work parallel and their coordination may bring a more effective way to find an optimal solution. Criteria for the optimal solution may be created on the time or economical (cost) basis but each may have a different priority depending on each situation. In this paper we will analyse an approach to find a feasible schedule of all products, which could minimize their costs and satisfy all constrains jointed with each product.
Introduction.
The problem of scheduling in a production process is discussed in a lot of papers. The scheduling process can be static or dynamic, depending on the system requirements. The optimal situation is when there is enough time to search an appropriate plan so that all possible plans can be examined. But in a practice, mostly it is necessary to search for a short time resolution, therefore all requirements may not be fulfilled and evenly, in some cases we must be contended with such a plan, which is so far away from the optimal plan. Literatures [1] , [2] , where the authors proposed a mechanism to resolve a scheduling problem in a real-time case, deal with the solution of such problem. They presented several mechanisms for a negotiation and interfaces between high-level decision-making and low-level scheduling and acting. They also discussed a situation when a multiple method exists for tasks and system needed to solve. In the work [3] , the author deals with a problem of allocating and scheduling components of periodic tasks in distributed systems. In this paper the author also discussed necessary conditions for using static algorithms for such case. In the paper [4] , [5] , the authors presented an approach to an agent control problem from a domain independent perspective. There the authors discussed using agents to resolve the scheduling problem. The scheduling problem was presented as choosing tasks to be performed and how to perform them to meet real-time constraints. Further they discussed critical situations (time, cost) that the agents may produce, an alternative plan selection and a partial-order scheduling. Today, using multi-agent systems (MAS) to resolve scheduling problem is applied widely in a lot of works. The using MAS does not only achieve better solutions but also may provide a more flexible control in the changing environment, and quick reactions to requirements' changes. Project coordination in a multi-agent framework, where specification of MAS is in detail described, is presented in [6] . The plan, scheduling, agent task, goal, information and communication among agents are explained too. In this paper we will focus essentially to the agent negotiation to meet time conditions. Various aspects, which however are important for constructing a plan like cost, order, have lower priorities than a time condition in our case. The problem will be introduced in the following section.
2.General description.
There are several products, which have to be produced in our system. All their parameters and conditions are defined. In this case, each product may be considered as a set of tasks, which are operated in a certain type of machines. Each product is bounded by a given deadline. Each task may be executed in a various equivalent machine but with different parameters. Then its duration and cost may be various according to where it is executed. Otherwise we could say that there is a set of methods to execute each task. A task structure of one product is demonstrated in Figure 1 . Because a number of machines are finite and a number of types of products may be large, it is necessary to find such sequence of all tasks to optimize each machine's execution. It is clear that searching the optimal plan for execution of one product can cause a conflict with a plan of another product, because each product demands using the best machine from its point of view for execution its tasks to minimize their costs and try to terminate before its deadline. Therefore it is the best to consider each product to be one agent with all information and knowledge of all the machines and these agents, then, try to coordinate among themselves to find such a plan, which may satisfy each product's requirements as much as possible.
In searching an optimal plan there are 3 criteria analysed:
• The all deadlines must be kept,
• The sum of all costs must be minimal,
• If two previous criteria are fulfilled, the total time when the machines are used must be minimal. Theoretically finding an optimal plan is a problem of searching through the space of all possible plans, each of which is a sequence of all tasks to execute, but the space may be very large and it grows exponentially with a number of products. Where Task n,i is i-th task of n-th product and Me j is j-th method for executing each task.
The set of all possible plans depends on an amount of parameters (an amount of products, a number of operations). In the case where an amount of products and a number of operations are large, finding an optimal plan is practically impossible. Our approach presented in this paper consists from three steps, which enable to find at least the sub-optimal solution. The first step is to start from any initial plan that does not satisfy all given constrains to reconstruct this plan from bottom to the top until such a plan is found, which can verify the given constraints (deadline, order, etc.). The second and the last steps are to continue reconstruction of that plan to minimize a cost and flow times of all machines. The second and thirst steps may be cancelled at any moment if any obtained result may be considered as feasible. In reconstruction process and searching a new plan, each agent (we consider a product as one agent) can suppose by itself one variant, which it considers as the optimal. Among these supposed variants the agents may choose one that meets the most all agent's requirements. Each agent attempts to satisfy its goal, therefore it may always suppose such a variant, which satisfies the most itself. Then any variant must exist for a successful choosing rule that clearly appoints to choose the most optimal plan of all another ones. The final plan may not be a globally optimal solution but at least a reasonable one.
System characteristics on a basis of MAS
It is assumed that to exist a set of products (set of agents) and each of them has a set of tasks to terminate. Here it is also a set of machines (resources) to execute these tasks. Each possible plan appoints an order of each operation when it may be executed and in which machine. For such a plan there are 3 related parameters: the first is a time when the last operation of each product is terminated (Time_end), the second is a cost of processing when the plan is applied (Cost) and the last is a total time when all machines are used for execution this plan (Flow_time). The plan with Time_end i < t i 0 for every index i, where t i 0 is a given deadline for product i, is called the satisfied plan. The problem can be formulated by the following definitions.
Definition 1:
The problem of scheduling production processes is to find such a plan δ * from a set of satisfied plans (Sat) for which:
Each task in a production process has any set of predecessor and successor tasks (exception the first and last task has empty set of predecessor and successor respectively). These tasks do not have to be independent each of other, but may be related by a precedence relation ⇒ that specifies whether these tasks must be executed one by another. Relation Task n,j ⇒ Task n,k means Task n,k requires result of Task n,j . Two tasks from two different products also may be executed in the same type of machines and they can be executed parallel. Let us define T i,j is a duration of j-th operation of i-th product in a production process, t i,j is its start time. In the following definition the necessary conditions for feasible plan are presented.
Definition 2:
A plan is feasible if the following conditions are satisfied for all i,j,l,k:
The parameter Time_end and Flow_time may be defined as: Definition 3: for every i∈<1,…,n>,j and plan δ∈ Sat:
where T i,j depends on which machine of a set of equivalent machine is used to execute this task. As it is mentioned above, each product is considered as one agent and it can access anytime to the machines. These agents have a common goal and they coordinate to find the best plan for all them. It is difficult to propose such mechanism for agents' negotiation, which can be applied in every situation. That is a reason why our approach introduced in this paper may not find a globally optimal solution but it can find a feasible sub-optimal solution from our point of view. The whole problem is presented on the basis of multi agent system (MAS) and it is defined as follows:
The negotiation mechanism for a MAPP
We begin with an informal discussion about how the negotiation process may work. As it is mentioned in the section 2, each agent may prefer own goal before other and may propose such plan, which causes increases of these criterion functions and a consequence from that is the negotiation process may converge for longer. Because of such problem it is better for the whole system that agents before proposing own plans also deliberates what another agents must do in their plans and what their constraints are (for example deadlines). Another problem is an amount of tasks what the agents want to negotiate. As it is introduced in the section 2, a negotiation process can be stopped at any time if is found such a plan δ ∈ Sat with which all agents are contented. In some cases the agents do not have to reconstruct the whole plan if the initial plan is good, just then, it is enough to negotiate and change several the latest tasks. The choosing initial plan is very important point; its quality can help to reduce a negotiation process to a respectable time. If the initial plan is far of the optimal, then the whole plan must to be reconstructed; each agent must search in the complete space of possible plans. Then it is better to choose another initial plan. The next point in this section is to design a rule for the choosing a plan. It is assumed that in any step there are n plans proposed, for each plan all its parameters are computed (Cost, Time_end and Flow_time). From our point of view the most important criteria are to satisfy deadline conditions, after that is to minimize Cost and Flow_time. Let the plan proposed by agent i has parameter: {C i ,Te i1 ,…,Te in , flow i }. The agents must decide and choose one of these plans, which they consider the best for all their executions. These agents do not only work independently, they can also cooperative in smaller group to improve their plan before proposing. There are several types of agents' negotiation.
Agents as autonomous agents
For this case each agent itself searches and orders its plan on the basis of its knowledge. The best plan may be considered a plan with the following property: δ * = δ max {U δ } for all δ ∈ set of proposed plans.
Where:
The first condition guarantees that all products are terminated before their deadlines; otherwise the plan is not satisfied. If there are more plans with the equal value U δ (let it is noticed as S sat ) then the chosen plan is a plan with the minimal cost. δ
If there are more plans satisfying the both conditions above, let a set of such agents is noticed as S min . Then, the optimal plan chosen is the plan with the minimal Flow_time. δ
Certainly there may exist another mechanism how to choose an optimal plan. For example agents may agree with such plan that guarantees the same terminating time for all agents. In this case the criterion may be formulated as follows: δ 
The process of choosing plan with min(Cost) and min(Flow) is similar as above. In this paper we won't discuss about another mechanism. These two principles described here will be implemented in our algorithm presented in the section 5 for negotiation between agents to find a common optimal plan.
Agents as cooperative agents
In this case the agents can be divided to small groups. The agents in each group commonly search a plan, which is appropriate for all of them in this group. For example: there are 4 agents (4 products). They are searching an optimal order of their tasks in a production plan. The agent 1 and 2 can cooperate together. All tasks of both agents have an equal importance or priorities in the scheduling process before tasks of agents 3 and 4. The agent 2 may improve the plan proposed by agent 1 before sending it for the negotiation. Their common plan is locally optimal for both agents in that moment. The agents may also cooperate in various levels and a number of agents jointed in each level may be arbitrary. In this paper we won't focus on this problem. As mentioned in the beginning part of this section, the amount of tasks that the agents want to negotiate depends on a state where the last chosen plan is. In the next part we will discuss this.
A volume of negotiation.
Agents must choose how many tasks they want to separate when negotiation process begins. Certainly this amount will increase until they cannot find an appropriate plan. It is assumed that each i-th agent wants to separate m i the latest tasks from its o i tasks, because it supposes resorting these tasks may improve its all execution. This agent can compute the time when each its task can start earliest and end latest from the initial plan. It is easy to deduce a condition from the definition 2 and 3:
A result deduced from this condition is: for every i={1,2,…,n},
The next case when all agents agree with a plan, which satisfies deadline condition, to find a solution with smaller cost may be realized as follows. 
Agent decision
When the agent resorts these tasks belonging to one part of its actual plan this can affect changes on its parameters as Cost, Flow_time or Time_end. The agent may agree or may not be satisfied with new obtained plans but it must choose one of them to execute. A chosen plan depends on its criteria that the agent requires. The agent may prefer one criterion to another, e.g. a criterion Cost over Flow_time or has various other criteria. Then a choice may not be such simple. In this case applying a fuzzy theory maybe is a optimal solution for an agent's decision. Each variant that the agent obtains has own parameters as a couple {Cost, Flow_time, Time_end}. According to priorities the agent can choose an optimal plan for execution. Applying a theory from [8] chapter 3 and chapter 5.1 for this case it is obtained: According to a pessimistic decision the agent can choose a variant 2 to execute. An optimistic decision proposes the agent to choose a variant 3 to execute. Another capability to help agent's decision is to apply a game theory or a Markov game. For our purpose and a concrete example the fuzzy approach is considered as the optimal.
Application in example
There is considered a group of products, exactly 4 products composed from 8 tasks in our example. These tasks also belong to one of 4 types of tasks and each of them may be executed in 2 equivalent machines. Applying the theories discussed in section 4 we designed such algorithm:
1. Initiative -give all parameters for tasks. 2. Choose any initial plan -may be arbitrary, at first we scheduled all tasks of agent 1 to respective machine, in the next step agent 2…etc. 3. Each agent proposes an amount of tasks, which it wants to resort in a basis of the theory in section 4.3 4. All agents cooperate to find a plan that satisfies deadline condition. If it is not possible, return to the step 3 or 2. 5. The obtained plan is considered as a new initial one. This plan is divided into m parts independent as described in the section 4.3 -in our example the plan is divided into 4 parts, each of them includes 2 tasks of each agent. 6. Successively from the bottom to the top resort all tasks in each part of the initial plan, after each step update the initial plan as a new obtained plan. This process is stopped if a new result is not better than previous one. 7. A chosen plan, after the step 6 is stopped, is considered as a new initial plan and applied similarly as the step 5. 8. Similarly to the step 6, all agents search a new optimal plan, but one condition must be hold for a new plan that is: the new plan is feasible if (Cost (new plan)≤Cost (initial plan)) ∧ (Flow (new plan) )≤Flow (initial plan)).
In the case where more plans are satisfied, each agent can use knowledge as it is presented in the section 4.4 for choosing an optimal plan. For our example the steps 3 and 4 terminate very quickly, but finding a plan with a minimal cost takes longer. Each agent uses a branch-and-bound algorithm to find its best plan. The agent does not search the complex possible space but only such variants, which are desirable for its execution. In the step 4 if agents cannot successfully find an optimal plan, they can return to the step 2 and by applying (4) to the test a condition of a feasible plan introduced in the definition 2. A process of finding a plan with min(Flow) is similar to finding a plan with min(Cost) but a condition shown in the step 8 must be always strictly held so as to guarantee two previous fulfilled conditions. Applying this algorithm to our concrete example we obtained these results: From any randomly initial state after terminating of the step 4, such plan was obtained that satisfies deadline conditions (plan 1). Continuing to execute steps 5 and 6 we obtained another plan with smaller cost (plan 2), but executing steps 7, 8 did not bring a better or satisfied result. These results are shown in the next Table 3 : The results of concrete example.
Discussion
There exist a lot of principles for an agents' coordination to reconstruct their plans. The agents do not only work independently but they also can compete among themselves and partially reduce these ineffective plans before proposing it's own plan. The process of reconstruction may be more effective if each agent has enough libraries to store all data after each step of negotiation. In the case when the agent must return to any historic state and continue to search in another direction, it can use these useful data from its library and does not have to compute them again. A disadvantage is that each agent must store a lot of data in it's own library which are mostly unused. The next point we have derived from our example is a necessity to limit the agent's repeating these still proposed plans or the plan that another agent proposed in previous steps. Defining an area where each agent can search may resolve this problem and shorten a negotiation process by elimination repeated plans. For example each agent in the first choice always prefers it's own tasks or another agent is added, which acts as a master of all agents and its aim is to allocate tasks to each agent to avoid conflicts. Generally the agents work independently and parallel to search an optimal plan, therefore a time of the search may be shortened to n-time. The next available method of coordination, which can be applied in the steps 3, 6 and 8 from our algorithm, is that all agents search in the same direction until the best plan from the nearest neighbourhood is found. The space to search is decreased and guarantees faster finding. However the quality of this plan may not be the best. In this case a depth-first search algorithm may be applied. In several literatures has been represented another idea to make a coalition of agents. Each coalition is a group of agents where all agents have the same priority and successively negotiate to reach their locally common goal. Such method can improve a global process of negotiation and help to achieve an optimal plan for all agents faster. On the other hand a problem to find a feasible structure of coalitions is also very complicated and we will deal it in a future work. Another problem in this paper that we have introduced just trivially, because of a short frame of the paper, is a method for an agent's decision. Our agents use a fuzzy theory to decide which plan is optimal for its execution, here. We have not focused on explaining the fuzzy theory, its definitions or syntax, etc. in detail. We assumed that readers know about it, so we can apply it directly to our example. Recently the fuzzy theory is applied widely in various areas. One of them is the control theory, where it is applied to control of linear and discrete systems. We are interested in discrete systems, where the fuzzy theory can be used for decision-making as is in our example or another areas, as recognition of voices or images, etc. and it certainly includes many questions that are necessary to resolve.
